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A trace formula for resonances and application
to semi�classical Schr�odinger operators�

Johannes Sj�ostrand�

R�esum�e� On d�ecrit une formule de trace �S� pour les r�esonances� qui est valable en toute dimension et pour

les perturbations �a longue port�ee du Laplacien� On �etablit une nouvelle application �a l��existence de nombreuses

r�esonances pour des op�erateurs de Schr	odinger semi
classiques�

�� Introduction�

A very useful formula in the study of resonances is the so called Poisson formula in
Lax�Phillips theory� Let P� � ��� where � is the standard Laplace operator on Rn� and
let P� be some other operator which is equal to �� outside a compact set� and which
satis	es suitable additional assumptions that will not be recalled here� Then assuming
also that the dimension n is odd


��tr cos t
p
P � cos t

p
P��� �

X
eit�j � t � �� ����

Here �j are the resonances of P� in the upper half�plane� while below we shall rather take
the opposite convention and de	ne resonaces as the corresponding complex conjugates� The
quotation marks indicate that the de	nition of the left hand side needs some work� since
P� and P� do not act in the same Hilbert space in general� This Poisson type formula was
proved 	rst by Lax�Phillips �LP��and then with successive extensions by Bardos�Guillot�
Ralston �BGR�� Melrose �M�� Sj�ostrand�Zworski �SZ��� These results were obtained in the
frame work of the Lax�Phillips scattering theory� An analogous reult was obtained for
hyperbolic surfaces by Guillop�e�Zworski �GZ�� and the proof uses more general scattering
theory and among other things the Birman�Krein formula for the scattering phase� This
trace formula has lead to a number of results on the existence of in	nitely many resonances�
and also on results on lower bounds on the number of resonances in various zones� See
�BLRa�� �I�� �M��� �SaZ�� �SaZ�� �SZ����� �P��

In this expos�e� we explain a trace formula valid in all dimensions� and even for long�
range perturbations of the Laplacian� A detailed proof can be found in �S�� where it is
also explained how the new trace�formula permits to recover most and perhaps all� the
lower bounds on the density of resonances near the real axis� for certain compactly sup�
ported perturbations of the Laplacian� and to extend them to the case of even dimensions�
L�Nedelec �N� has recently studied certain Schr�odinger operators with linear matrix val�
ued potentials and used a trace formula directly based on Lidskii�s theorem� Discussions
around that work were useful for �S��

The new trace formula is stated and proved in the frame work of dilation analytic
operators� but the main new elements could be easily adaptable to other frame works�
such as the one developed with Hel�er in �HS�� The trace formula is stated in section �
and we refer to �S� for proofs and further details� In section �� we establish a very general
application to semi�classical Schr�odinger operators�
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�� The trace formula�

In the following we shall consider two operators� P�� P� acting on two di�erent Hilbert
spaces� It will be practical to write P�� where � � �� � and use the same system of notation
for the various objects associated to P�� We will use essentially the same abstract frame�
work as in �SZ�� and we will use the same type of analytic distorsions as in that work� See
also �AC�� �Hu� for analytic distorsions�� In the following h will be a small parameter with
� � h � h��

Consider two complex separable Hilbert spaces H� with the orthogonal decomposition

H� � H��R� � L�Rn� nB�� R��� H��

where R� � �� H��R� is some Hilbert space� and B�� R�� denotes the open ball in R
n of

center � and radius R�� The corresponding othogonal projections are denoted by �B���R��
and �RnnB���R��� If � � CbR

n� the space of bounded continous functions� is constant on
B�� R��� then there is a natural way of de	ning the multiplication operator � 
 H� � H��
See �SZ���

Let P� � P�h� be an unbounded self�adjoint operator
 H� � H� with domain D� �
DP��� Assume

�RnnB���R��D� � H�Rn nB�� R��� uniformly in h� H��

Here we equip D� with the norm kP�� i�ukH�
� and H� with the norm khhDi�ukL� � where

h�i �
p
� � ��� The precise meaning of the uniformity requirement is then that the

restriction operator in H�� should be uniformly bounded D� � H� and have a uniformly
bounded right inverse�

Further� assume

�B���R��P� � i��� is compact� H��

�RnnB���R��P�u � Q�u �
X
j�j��

a���x�h�hD�
�u� where H��

a���x�h� is independent of h for j	j � �� a��� � C�b R
n� uniformly in h�

Here we use standard multi�index notation and C�b R
n� denotes the space of C��functions

which are bounded with all thier derivatives� Further assume�

X
j�j��

a���x��
� � �

C
j�j�� H��

X
a���x�h��

� � ��� uniformly in h when jxj � ��

j�a���x�h����j � Chxi�en� where en � n� H��

Here we use the notation �a��
�
� � a� � a�� hxi �

p
� � jxj��
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Let T be a torus of the form Rn
RZn� with R �� R�� and view B�� R�� as a

subset of T in the natural way� De	ne the Hilbert spaces H�
� as the orthogonal sums

H��R� � L�T n B�� R���� There is then a natural but non�unique way of de	ning self�

adjoint reference operators P �
� 
 H�

� �H�
� which satisfy the natural modi	cations of H����

and the 	rst part of H�� and which �coincide with P� near B�� R��� in a precise sense
as in �SZ�� �S��� We assume

��P �
� � 	 ����� ���� � O�
h�n��� � � �� where n� � n� H��

Here the n� do not depend on the choice of the P
�
� above� Put nmax � maxn�� n��� The

following result is proved in �S�


Proposition ���� Let �m
nmax

� � and let f � C�R� be independent h with �kfE� �

OhEi�m�k� for every k � N� Let � � C�� R
n� be equal to � near B�� R�� and view ��

�� � as multiplication operators in H� or in L� depending on the context� Then �fP���
fP���� ��� ��fP���� ����� are of trace class and

�tr �fP���
�
�� � �tr�fP���� �� ��fP���� �fP���� ������� tr��� ��fP���� ������

is independent of � and � Oh�nmax��
We now introduce dilation analyticity and make the assumption



� ���� ��� � � �� R � R�� such that the coe cients a���x�h� extend H��

holomorphically in x to fr�� � � Cn� dist�� Sn��� � �� r � C� jrj � R�

arg r � ���� � � ��g and H��� H�� and the second half of H�� extend to this set�

Realizing P� on a suitable contour !�� as in �SZ�� �S� which coincides with ei��Rn near
in	nity in Cn� we can de	ne the resonances of P� as the eigenvalues in ei���������������
They form a discrete set Res P��� where the elements are counted with their natural
multiplicity� Let � � �� � �� � �� and let W �� " �� ei��������������� be relatively
open� independent of h and assume that " is simply connected� Let I� � W 	 R��
J� � " 	R� and assume that I�� J� are intervals� Let W��"� be the intersections of
W�" with ei��������������� The main result of �S� is

Theorem ���� Let f � fz�h� be holomorphic in " with jfz�h�j � �� for z � " nW �
Let �� � C�� J�� be equal to � near I� and independent of h� Then

�tr ���f�P��h��
�
�� � �

X
��Res �P���W�

f��h���� � �
X

��	�P���I�

f��h���� � Oh�nmax��

Here �P�� denotes the spectrum of the �undistorted� operator P�� known to be discrete
on R��

Remark ���� It is well�known that ��P�� 	 J� � Oh�n�� and the proof of the trace
theorem above gives the essentially well�known fact that �Res P��	"� � Oh�n��� This
means that the remainder appears to be quite optimal in general�
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Remark ���� If P� are independent of h and satisfy all the assumptions with h � �� then
h�P� satisfy all the assumptions of the theorem� which then gives a trace formula with
remainder for resonances which tend to in	nity in a sector�

In �S� we used the trace theorem above to deduce a Poisson formula with remainder�
valid in all dimensions� This Poisson formula was then used as in �SZ��� to extend the
lower bounds there on the resonance density in logarithmic neighborhoods of the reals� to
the case of even dimension� The passage over a Poisson formula was for convenience only�
since we could then use the arguments of �SZ��� we suspect strongly that a direct use of
the trace theorem could have given the same results quite as easily�

�� Application to semiclassical Schr�odinger operators�

We shall establish the existence of � h�n resonances in speci	c bounded subsets of
the complex plane for semiclassical Schr�odinger operators �h��� V x� under very weak
assumptions� The method will consist in combining the traceformula with a semi�classical
trace formula of D�Robert �R� and with the existence of analytic singularities in certain
measures� related to phase space volumes� We start by discussing such measures


Let V�� V� be continuous real valued functions on R
n which tend to � at in	nity and

which satisfy



 en � n� jV�x�� V�x�j � Chxi�en� ����

For E � �� let ����E� �
R
V��x��E

dx� ����E� � � d
dE

����E� in the sense of distributions��

Notice that ����E� is a decreaing function and consequently ���� is a positive measure of
locally 	nite mass� on R� ������� with support in ��� supV��� Similarly for E � �� we
put ����E� �

R
V��x��E

dx� ����E� �
d
dE ����E� so that ���� is an increasing function and

���� a positive measure with support in �inf V�� ���
For � � C�� R�� we put

h�� �i �
Z
��  V�x����dx �

Z
�V�x��� �V�x���dx�

We have

jh�� �ij � sup j�	j�
Z
jV�x�� V�x�jdx�

so � is a distribution on R of order � �� with

supp� � � min
j����

inf Vjx��max
j����

sup Vjx���

Z
�E�dE � ��

Here the integral is to be interpreted in the sense of distribution theory as h�� �i�� We
observe that

�jR� � ������
�
��

�



For f � C�� R�� we put


h�� fi �
ZZ
�f�� � V�x���

�
�dxd��

The integrand has uniformly compact support in �
 If supp f � �a� b�� V�x� � �c� the
support of the integrand is contained in the set j�j � p

b� c� It follows that

jh�� fij � sup jf 	j volBRn��
p
b� c�

Z
jV�x�� V�x�jdx�

so � is a distribution on R of order � � with support in �min inf V�x������
For R � �� let V R

� x� � �B���R�x�V�x� and de	ne �
R
���� �

R
���� �

R� �R as above but

with V� replaced by V R
� � Clearly �R��� � ���� locally uniformly� when R � ��� and

�R��� � ����� �
R � �� �R � � in the sense of distributions� We have

h�R� fi � �
ZZ

jxj�R

f�� � V�x��dxd��
�
� �

Z
fE�d�RE��

so that �R � d
dE �R� where

�RE� � �

ZZ
jxj�R� 
��V��x��E

dxd���� � volBRn�� ��

Z
E � t�

n��
� d�Rt�� ����

where

�Rt� � ��
Z
V��x��t� jxj�R

dx����

It is clear that Z
�t�d�Rt� �

Z
jxj�R

��V�x���
�
�dx �

Z
�E��RE�dE�

so d�R � �RdE�
Rewrite ���� as a convolution

�R � volBRn�� ����n��� � �R�

di�erentiate w�r�t� E


�R � Cn��
n
�
��

� � �R� Cn �
n

�
volBRn�� ���

and let R� ��

� � Cn��

n
�
��

� � �� ����

In general� if 	 � ��� and if H�x� � Hx�x�� where Hx� � �R�
x�� then bH��� �

C�� � i������� where C� �� �� Let E� � S 	R� be the inverse Fourier transform of

�



bE� �
�
C�
� � i������ Then we have suppE� � ������� H� � E� � E� � H� � �� If

� � 	 � N� then E� is a constant times a derivative of �� and in general� we know that
E�x� � eC�x

����� for x � �� We can now invert ���� and get�

� �
�

Cn
En

�
�� � �� ����

If near some point t� � R� we know that � extends to a holomorphic function� then
the same holds for � and vice versa� Since �� � are real�

WFa�� � WFa���

where WFa denotes the analytic wavefront set�
Let us consider the extension of �E� from �maxsup V�x����� to the complex domain

Cn����maxsup V�x��� given by

��E� � Cn

Z
E � t�

n
�
���t�dt�

where we take the branch of the square root which is positive on ������ Consider two
cases depending on the parity of n


Case �
 n is even � �� Then n
� � � � N and ��E� is a polynomial of degree � n

� � ��
Case �
 n is odd� If E� � R� then when E � E�� �E � �� we see that the factor E�t�n���
converges to E� � t�

n
�
�� when t � E�� and to i

��njE� � tjn���� when t � E�� When E
converges to the real axis through the lower halfplane� we therefore get the limit in the
sense of distributions�


��E � i�� � Cn� � i��
n
�
�� � ��E� � �E� � i��n�������j � jn���� � �E�� E � ��

In both cases� we see that�

WFa��E � i��� �E�� � WFa���

We now discuss resonances close to analytic singularities of � on the open positive half�
axis� Let Pj � �h���Vjx�� j � �� �� Vj � C�Rn�R� satisfy the general assumptions for
our trace formula� Recall that the assumption ���� follows from those general assumptions�
so we can de	ne � as above� Then we have


Theorem ���� Let � � E� � sing suppa��� Then for every complex neighborhood W
of E�� there exists h� � h�W � � �� and C � CW �� such that when � � h � h�	P�

��Res Pj� 	 V � � �
C�W �h

�n�

Here sing suppa denotes the analytic singular support and Res Pj� denotes the set
of resonances of Pj in e

i��������������� where � is the dilation angle that appears in the
general assumptions of the trace formula� The proof of the theorem will give a slightly
more precise conclusion� which may be of independent interest�

�



Corollary ��� Let P� � �h�� � V�x�� V� � C�Rn�R� satisfy all the general as

sumptions that one of the operators should satisfy for the trace formula� Let � � E� �
sing suppa������ Then for every complex neighborhood W of E�� there exist h� �
h�W � � �� C � CW � � �� such that for � � h � h�W �	 �Res P�� 	W � � �

C�W �
h�n�

Proof of the Corollary� It su ces to construct P� � �h�� � V�x�� V� � C�Rn�R�
so that P�� P�� satis	es the general assumptions for the trace formula and such that in
addition

sup supp ���� � E�� ����


 a complex neighborhood W� of E� such that ����

Res P�� 	W� � � when h � � is small enough�

We shall produce V� from V� by a cuto� and regularization� Put Kx� � Cne
�x���� with

Cn � � chosen so that the integral of K over Rn is equal to �� Put K�x� � ��nK���x��
for � � �� We make an x�dependent choice of �� �R� x� � RhR��xi�N� � where R � � is a
large parameter and N� is 	xed� but su ciently large depending on the dimension n� Put
KRx� y� � K��R�x�x � y�� Let � � C�� B�� ��� ��� ��� be equal to � for jxj � �� For R
large enough� put

V�x� �

Z
KRx� y��� �R��x��V�y�dy�

If  � � is small enough independently of R� we check that in the domain j�xj � h�xi�
V�x� is holomorphic and satis	es

jV�x�j � �R��

jV�x�� V�x�j � CR�hxi�n��

We clearly have ���� and using that the resonances near E� can be viewed as the eigen�
values of P�jei���Rn � we see that ���� holds� �

Notice that if V�x� � � for some real x� then the Corollary can be applied with
E� � sup V�x��
Proof of Theorem ���� We have previously seen that WFa�� � WFa�� and since �
and � are real� it is clear that E�� ��� E����� � WFa��� Considering the de	nition of
WFa�� by means of the FBI�transform� we see that there are sequences 	j � �j�� E�� ��
in R�� �j � ��� �j � �� such that

j
Z
ei�j�j��j�E��

i
�
��j�E�

���E��E�dEj � e��j�j � ����

Here � � C�� R�� is equal to � near E� and has its support in a small neighborhood of
E�� Let a� b� a
b be small and positive and let

" ��E� � b� E� � b��i�� a� a�� W ��E� � b
�� E� � b
���i�� a
�� a��

�



Let I� J be the intersections of W�" respectively with the real axis� and choose � � C�� J�
equal to � on I� Let

fjE� � ei�j�j��j�E��
i
�
��j�E�

���

Then jfj j	nW j � e�
�
C�

�j � and ���� reads


j
Z
fj��E��E�dEj � e��j�j �

The trace formula gives

tr �fj��P���
�
� � �

X
Res�P���W�

f����� �O��h�ne�
�
C�

�j � ����

On the other hand� by a traceformula of Robert �R�� that we can apply under our
slightly di�erent hypothesies and we sketch a proof of that at the end of this section�� we
have

tr �fj��P���
�
� �

�

��h�n

Z
fj��E��E�dE �Ojh

��n�� ����

Combining ������ we get

�
X

��Res�P���W�

fj���
�
� �

�

��h�n

Z
fj��E��E�dE �Oh�n�e�

�
C�

�j �Ojh
��n��

so

j�
X

��Res�P���W�

fj���
�
�j �

e��j�j �O��e� �
C�

�j �

��h�n
�Ojh

��n��

Here we 	rst 	x j large enough� and then let h be small enough� and conclude that�

j�
X

��Res�P���W�

f�����j �
�

Chn
�

where f � fj with j 	xed� is independent of h� From this we get the required lower bound
on the number of resonances in W� and since we can choose W as small as we like� we get
the theorem� �

We next consider resonances generated by analytic singularities on the negative axis�

Theorem ���� We make the same assumptions as prior to Theorem ���� and assume that
the angle of scaling � is � �

� � Let � � E� � sing suppa��� Let � 
 ��� �� � C be a C�

curve with E� �def ��� �� sup supp������ ��� � E�� ��t� � � for � � t � �� Also
assume that � is injective and �	t� �� �� �t� Then for every neighborhood W of ���� ����
there exist CW �� h�W � � �� such that

�X
�

�ResP�� 	W � � �

CW �
h�n� � � h � h�W ��

�



We do not know if the corresponding analogue of Corollary ��� is valid with the same
degree of generality� If V� is su ciently short range� the assumptions of Theorem ��� will
be satis	ed with V� � �� and we then have an analogue of Corollary ���� that we leave to
the reader to formulate�
Proof of Theorem ���� We 	rst need some preparations in order to solve a ��problem�
and which will a�ect the choices of some domains� Let "� � arg��� � �� ���� be a small
simply connected relatively open neighborhood of ���� ���� which near E� coincides with
J� � i�� 	� �� for some small open interval J� containing E�� We also choose "� so that
it satis	es the geometric assumptions for �"� in the trace formula� Let J� be the open
interval of intersection with R�� Let "� � "� � J� � i��� ���� We also arrange so that "�
has smooth boundary except at the corners at the end points of J��

Let K be a compact subset of "�	������� ���� Let f� � � be a continuous function
on �"� which is � � everywhere except on some subinterval of "� 	 arg����� assumed
to be non�empty by construction�� where f� is non�vanishing and independent of �� Let
u� � � be the harmonic function on "�� with boundary value f�� Then u� � � in the
interior of "� where we consider "� as a subset of C�� In particular infK u� � ��

Let R� � J� � i��� ��� If � � � is small enough� we have

sup
R�

u� � inf
K
u� � �

C�
�

for some C� � � which is independent of �� Consider

v� � u� � sup
R�

u� � �

�C�
�

so that v� is harmonic on "� and

sup
R�

v� � � �

�C�
� inf

K
v� � �

�C�
�

We take W �W� �� "� as in the trace formula� relatively open with the property that

v� � � �

�C�
on " nW� ���� ��� �W�

We may also arrange so that W	���� ��� I�� W	������� I� are intervals� As we saw
in the beginning of this section� we have E�� ��� E����� �WFa���� where we put

��E� � �E�� ��E � i���

Consequently there are sequences 	j� �j�� E����� in R�� �j � �� �j � ��� such that

j
Z

ei�j���j�E�j�
i
�
��j�E�

����E���E�dEj � e��j�j � �����

Here we let �� � C�� J�� be equal to � near I��

�



Consider efjE� � ei�j���j�E�j�
i
�
��j�E�

��

as a function on "� and on "�� This function has to be modi	ed before applying our trace
formula� Let � � C�R� ��� ��� have its support in �� ���� and be equal to � on �������
Consider the function bfjE� on "� with support in some 	xed neighborhood of J�� given
there by bfjE� � efjE���

�
�E��

Then �

�E
bfj has its support in

fE � "�� ��� � �E � ��� E in the 	xed neighborhood of J�g �����

and we can split


� bfj
�E

� rj�� � rj���

where rj��� rj�� have their support in the same set� moreover supp rj�� � K� whereK �� "�
is a subset of the set ������ and

jrj��j � eC��j � rj�� � e
� �

C�
�j �

Having now 	xed K� we choose " � "� as above� and solve

�

�E
hj�� � rj��

with hj�� � Oe� �
C�

�j � in "� Using the harmonic function v � v� above� we can solve

�

�E
hj�� � rj���

with hj�� � OeC��jv��
Put fj � bfj � hj��� hj��� Then fj is holomorphic on " and fj � Oe� �

C�
�j � in " nW

with W � W� chosen as above�� Moreover fj � efj � Oe� �
C�

�j � in a 	xed neighborhood
of J�� With a possibly new sequence �j � we get from ����� and the previous estimates


j
Z
fjE���E���E�dEj � e��j�j � �����

We shall now apply the trace formula� Let �� � C�� J�� be equal to � near I�� Choose
� � C�� "� with � � � near W and with �jJ� � ��� Then we get

tr ���fj�P���
�
� � �

X
��ResP��W�

fj���
�
� � �

X
��	�P��

��fj����
�
� �Oh�n� sup

	nW�

jfjj�

��



which can be written

�
X

��ResP��W�

fj���
�
� � tr ���fj�P���

�
� � tr ���fj�P���

�
� �Oh�n�e�

�
C�

�j � �����

Now by the same semi�classical trace formula as before


tr ���fj�P���
�
� �

�

��h�n

Z
��fj�E��E�dE �Ojh

��n��

We choose � almost analytic at J� and J�� use Stokes� formula and getZ
��fj�E��E�dE � �

Z
��fj�E���E � i��dE �Oe� �

C�
�j ��

where the last term corresponds to an integral over "nW �	������� ��� whose integrand
contains �

�E
�� Recalling that ��E� � �E�� ��E � i��� we get


�
X

��ResP��W�

fj���
�
� �

�

��h�n

Z
��fj�E���E�dE �Oh�n�e�

�
C�

�j �Ojh
��n��

Combining this with ������ we get

j�
X

��ResP��W�

fj���
�
�j �

e��j�j

��h�n
�O��e� �

C�
�jh�n �Ojh

��n��

and we can conclude as in the proof of Theorem ���� �

We end by outlining a proof of the semiclassical trace formula �R�� under the slightly
di�erent assumptions that we need� following ideas of Dimassi �D� see also �DS��� Let
P� � �h��� V� with V� � C�b R

n�R�� V�x� � � when jxj � �� and assume ����� We
shall then discuss a proof of the fact that for every f � C�� R�� independent of h


tr �fP���
�
� �

�

��h�n

ZZ
�fp�x� ����

�
�dxd� �Oh��n�� �����

Let � � C�� R� ������ be conveniently chosen� so that the in	mum of the spectrum
of eP� � �h��� V�x� � �hD�

is larger than � � sup supp f � Combining the resolvent identity�

z � P��
�� � z � eP���� � z � eP�����hD�z � P��

��

with the operator Cauchy�Riemann�Green�Stokes formula �HS��� we get


�fP���
�
� � � �

�

Z
� efz�
�z

�z � eP�����hD�z � P��
�����Ldz�� �����

��



where ef is an almost analytic extension of f with support close to that of f � and where
Ldz� � dxdy is the Lebesgue measure on C� It follows from the estimates in the proof
of Proposition ��� in �S�� that the trace class norm of the bracket inside the integral is
Oh�nj�zj�N�� for some 	xed N� in trace class norm� The trace of the integral will
therefore change only by a term Oh�� if we restrict the integration to j�zj � h� for some
	xed � � �� that we can choose arbitrarily small� We are then in a region where we can
apply symbolic calculus on the bracket in the integral� and if we write this bracket as the
sum of two terms containing �z � eP������� and �z � P��

����� respectively� we see that the

bracket in the integral is an h�pseudor with symbol in the class S��h
���h�i�N�hxi�en��

where we say that ax� ��h� � Se�mx� ��h�� if ��x �
 ax� ��h� � Oh�e��j�j�jj�mx� ��h���
Moreover we have a complete asymptotic expansion of the symbol of the bracket� and we
can then get the leading terms in the asymptotics of the trace�

It is quite likely� that we can 	nd large families of resonances also in the following
situation
 Let � be a curve parametrized over ��� ��� with values in some Riemann surface�
where � is holomorphic� It is also assumed that ��� lies on the positive real axis� and
that �t� approaches some limit point ��� when t � � and that � is not holomorphic
near ���� but on one side of a C��curve which passes through ���� The likely conclusion
would then be that for every neighborhood of ���� ���� the corresponding projection will
contain � h�n resonances when h is small enough�
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